Membrane fusion is required for diverse biological functions ranging from viral infection to neurotransmitter release. Fusogenic proteins increase the intrinsically slow rate of fusion by coupling energetically downhill conformational changes of the protein to kinetically unfavorable fusion of the membrane-phospholipid bilayers. Class I viral fusogenic proteins have an N-terminal hydrophobic fusion peptide (FP) domain, important for interaction with the target membrane, plus a C-terminal transmembrane (C-term-TM) helical membrane anchor. The role of the water-soluble regions of fusogenic proteins has been extensively studied, but the contributions of the membrane-interacting FP and C-term-TM peptides are less well characterized. Typically, FPs are thought to bind to membranes at an angle that allows helix penetration but not traversal of the lipid bilayer. Here, we show that the FP from the paramyxovirus parainfluenza virus 5 fusogenic protein, F, forms an N-terminal TM helix, which self-associates into a hexameric bundle. This FP also interacts strongly with the C-term-TM helix. Thus, the fusogenic F protein resembles SNARE proteins involved in vesicle fusion by having water-soluble coiled coils that zipper during fusion and TM helices in both membranes. By analogy to mechanosensitive channels, the force associated with zippering of the water-soluble coiled-coil domain is expected to lead to tilting of the FP helices, promoting interaction with the C-term-TM helices. The energetically unfavorable dehydration of lipid headgroups of opposing bilayers is compensated by thermodynamically favorable interactions between the FP and C-term-TM helices as the coiled coils zipper into the membrane phase, leading to a pore lined by both lipid and protein.
T he basic mechanisms of viral membrane fusion have been studied extensively, but major gaps remain in our understanding of the relative roles of lipidic intermediates and viral fusogenic proteins in lowering the energy barrier for the overall process (1) (2) (3) (4) . The most common mechanistic hypothesis concerning enveloped viral fusion is that fusogenic proteins primarily serve to bring the target cell and viral membranes into proximity. Fusion occurs in a multistep process, in which the virus first binds to a specific receptor; this event and/or other environmental cues then cause a conformational change in the protein, leading to a metastable state with an exposed hydrophobic fusion peptide (FP) that binds to the target membrane. Once engaged with the bilayer, a second energetically favorable conformational change in the fusogenic protein then exerts a force pulling the FP toward the viral membrane, in effect reeling the host and viral membranes together.
The conformational changes involved in the water-soluble portions of viral fusogenic proteins have been largely elucidated, but the roles of the membrane-binding FP and the C-terminal transmembrane (C-term-TM) anchor are less clear. After the crystal structure of the prefusogenic form of influenza hemagglutinin (HA) was solved (5) , experimental studies suggested that its FP inserted into the bilayer (6) . The FP helix was thought to bind sufficiently deeply to act as a hydrophobic wedge that not only served as an anchor but also destabilized the bilayer and facilitated fusion. Many biochemical, biophysical, and mutagenesis studies on the fusion proteins of the influenza virus, HIV, and other viruses are consistent with, and have added considerable detail to, this initial suggestion . However, a number of intriguing findings suggest that the FPs and C-term-TM helices might play additional, more specific, roles in bilayer fusion than mere membrane binding and disruption.
Surprisingly subtle mutations in the C-term-TM sequence of fusogenic proteins can be quite deleterious to their ability to induce fusion, while retaining normal processing and the ability to change conformations (35-38). Also, replacing C-term-TM helices of fusogenic proteins with lipid anchors results in a loss of fusion (39-42) and, surprisingly, FP sequences often show greater conservation than might be expected from the functional requirements for membrane binding (43). Moreover, the very strong conservation of polar and small residues at regularly spaced intervals as found in GXXXG (44-46), glycine zippers (47), and GAS (glycine-alanine-serine) motifs (48) (Table S1 ), is intriguing. These patterns are known to stabilize TM helix association and also figure in the helix-helix packing of proteins that undergo large-scale conformational changes in response to lipidic environment, such as in mechanosensitive (MS) channels (49).
Thus, we investigated whether FPs might adopt TM helical rather than surface orientations, and how this might relate to their mechanisms of action. If indeed FPs adopt a TM orientation, then one might envision a mechanism akin to SNARE proteins (50-53), in which both the target and vesicular proteins have TM helices that associate as membrane fusion progresses. Accordingly, we investigate herein a class I fusogenic protein, F, from parainfluenza virus 5 (PIV5), which, like influenza virus HA and HIV gp41, has an N-terminal FP in the mature, cleaved protein (3) . High-resolution structures are available for both the pre-and postfusion forms of the ectodomain of the F protein (54) (55) (56) , and the structure and function of its C-term-TM domain has been extensively investigated by scanning mutagenesis and Cys crosslinking (57) . The sequence of the FP suggests that it also forms a TM helix (58) . Moreover, it has a single polar Gln residue, a residue known to promote helix-helix interactions in membranes (59) , plus glycine and alanine residues in a heptad repeat pattern (Fig. 1B) , known to stabilize TM helix-helix assembly (60) (61) (62) and pore formation (47). The sequence variability of the FP across homologous viruses shows a heptad repeat in phase with the heptad repeat of the long water-soluble coiled coil, which directly follows it ( Fig. 1 C and D) , interrupted only by a highly conserved region (residues 112-117) that is constrained by packing in the prefusion trimer (55, 63) . Consistent with this, the postfusion structure of PIV5 (54) showed that the C-terminus of the FP is helical. Here, we show that this FP adopts a TM orientation in phospholipid membranes, specifically oligomerizing into a homohexameric bundle (6HB), and it also associates with the C-term-TM domain in micelles. Computational studies suggest that conformational changes involving zippering of the water-soluble coiled coil in the ectodomain drive changes in helix-crossing angles that may lead to an initial heteromeric contact or "pinprick" between the FP and the C-term-TM leading to a fusion pore possibly lined by both protein and lipid.
Results
Association of Fusion and C-term-TM Peptides in Detergent Micelles.
Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) of the FP from PIV5 F protein in phospholipid micelles reveals cooperative assembly into hexamers (Fig. S1A) . The FP was dissolved in dodecylphosphocholine (DPC) micelles, and the density of the solution was adjusted to precisely match that of the DPC detergent (64) so that only the protein component contributes to the sedimentation equilibrium. Three samples prepared at differing peptide-to-detergent ratios were each centrifuged at four to five rotor speeds, respectively, for the wild-type and mutant Q120A. The data were then globally analyzed to extract the number of peptides per oligomer as well as the free energy of association (62, 64, 65) . The data conform very well to tightly associating and fully cooperative monomer-hexamer equilibrium (Fig. S2 ). The addition of lower-order intermediate states failed to improve the quality of the fit, indicating that the association was highly cooperative and specific for the formation of hexamers relative to other possible association states.
The mutant Q120A also forms hexamers (Figs. S1 C and D and S2B), but its association is weaker than that of the wild-type peptide by 13.4 kcal∕mol of hexamer, or 2.2 kcal∕mol of monomer. Glutamine (Gln) is well known to stabilize the association of TM helices (59) , and the magnitude of the effect is similar. Thus, it is likely that the Gln helps stabilize TM helix association within the structure, although this residue is not absolutely essential for forming the 6HB. Q120 is strongly conserved in related viruses (Table S1 ) and is a promising target for future studies using reverse-engineered viruses.
Although the C-term-TM domain has been shown to associate in the full-length protein (57), the C-term-TM peptide alone does not associate in DPC micelles (Fig. S3A) . However, when unlabeled wild-type FP is introduced at a 1∶1 ratio, the C-term-TM-peptide strongly associates (Fig. S3B ), perhaps adopting a structure relevant for the postfusion state. Analysis of the sedimentation curves indicates that the TM peptide self-associates with the FP at least 20-fold less tightly than the corresponding heteromeric interaction with the C-term-TM peptide.
FPs Adopt a TM Orientation in Lipid Bilayers. The secondary structure and orientation of the wild-type and mutant FP in micelles and deuterium oxide (D 2 O) hydrated bilayers were evaluated using circular dichroism (CD) and attenuated total reflection IR spectroscopy (ATR-IR), respectively. The CD spectra of both peptides in DPC micelles are typical of an α-helix (Fig. S4) indicating that the association observed by AUC corresponded to the formation of helical bundles. The IR spectra in the amide I region of the FPs shows a single, sharp peak at 1656 cm −1 , indicative of a dehydrated helical conformation (66) in bilayers ( Fig. 2 A and B) . The dichroic ratio for parallel versus perpendicularly polarized light was 3.2 and 3.6 for the wild type and mutant, respectively. These values correspond to an orientation of approximately 29°and 22°relative to the membrane normal (67, 68) , assuming the entire peptide is fully helical and the bilayers are well ordered. Deviation from helical geometry or disorder of the bilayer would result in somewhat lower dichroic ratios. In this case, the true angles would be even closer to parallel to the bilayer normal. Thus, both peptides have a strong preference to adopt a TM orientation relative to other possibilities in which the helix was either randomly oriented or oriented parallel to the membrane surface.
Computational Modeling of the 6HB. To model the FP 6HB, the possible structural space was systematically sampled and scored using a protocol akin to the conformational search of Brunger, Arkin, and coworkers (69) . The strong heptad repeat ( Fig. 1 C and D) is indicative of a left-handed helical bundle. A left-handed bundle also would be consistent with a continuous helical structure beginning in the soluble heptad repeat A (HRA) and continuing directly to FP, as the conservation pattern suggests (Fig. 1C) . Moreover, the nature of viral fusion, with asymmetric insertion of peptides into the target membrane, suggests that the FPs comprising the 6HB should adopt a parallel orientation. Symmetric, parallel coiled coils can be described by a limited number of variables (70) . Three of these-α-helical phase (ϕ), pitch angle (α), and superhelical radius (R)-were allowed to vary and were sampled systematically in search of optimal coiled-coil structures. For each structure, optimal rotamers were selected, and the structure was then minimized. Each structure was scored using the CHARMM energy function in an implicit membrane environment (71, 72) to select candidate models.
The energy of a particular 6HB conformation depends primarily on the phase, ϕ. Multiple energy minima are observed as the helices are rotated (Fig. S5A) . Five left-handed structures were selected, corresponding to the lowest energy basins, for further refinement using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in an explicit fully hydrated lipid bilayer. The lowest predicted energy for an antiparallel orientation 6HB was selected as a negative control. It was less stable in MD simulations than the low-energy parallel models and was not further pursued (Figs. S5 and S6).
MD simulations on the five parallel 6HB structures (labeled according to their phases, ϕ ¼ 40°, 43°, 88°, 196°, and 300°, respectively) show that the orientation of the Gln side chain is crucial for 6HB stability. Two closely related structures, ϕ ¼ 40°and 43°(C α rmsd ¼ 1.6 Å), place the Gln in a "d" position within the coiled coil, whereas the phase 88°structure places the Gln in an "a" position. The remaining two structures have Gln facing the lipid (phases 196°and 300°), are much less stable than the interior-facing ones (Figs. S5B and S6), and rapidly depart from their initial structures (as measured by C α rmsd), whereas structures with an interior Gln are stable near the initial structure for 50 ns of MD simulation.
Of the interior-facing Gln structures, the phase 40°and 43°m odels are most stable during the MD simulation and best maintain a symmetric coiled-coil structure (Fig. S6 ). These models form a highly stable hydrogen bond network in the interior of the 6HB coiled coil (Fig. 3A) , consistent with the important role Gln plays in oligomerization (Fig. S1 ). The periodically conserved small residues of the FP are found at the helix interface in this model. Of note is the penetration of water into the core of the 6HB from the viral side of the membrane (Fig. 3B ). It is possible that the formation of the FP 6HB structure may reduce the barrier to fusion by initiating formation of a nucleus for expansion into the later, much larger fusion pore. In the less stable models (phases 88°, 196°, and 300°) the water distribution is not stable because of either a less favorable arrangement of the Gln side chains (88°) or their location outside the pore (196°and 300°) (Fig. S7) .
The most stable 6HB (ϕ ¼ 40°) structure was then used to compute an FTIR dichroism ratio following the method of Arkin and coworkers (73, 74) where the individual residue dipoles are combined. The computed dichroism ratio is 2.95 AE 0.07 (mean and standard deviation over the MD simulation), in good agreement with the experimental value (Fig. 2 ).
Discussion
Comparison of the Properties of the FP from PIV5 with Other Systems.
Here, we provide experimental evidence that the FP from the PIV5 F protein is able to adopt a TM helical conformation when incorporated into lipid bilayers, and that it associates with the C-term-TM helix. Similarly, a FRET assay (75) suggested the C-term-TM domain of influenza HA interacts with its FP, although the orientation of the peptide in the complex was not determined. These findings extend the structural and mechanistic similarity between the PIV5 fusogenic F protein and SNARE proteins to include not only their water-soluble coiled-coil domains, but also their membrane-interactive domains. Recent biochemical and structural studies on SNARE proteins (50) suggest a zippering motion of the water-soluble coiled coils that continues into the TM domains promoting a heteromeric interaction between the two TM helices to provide part of the driving force for bilayer fusion.
The conformation and TM orientation of the FP from the PIV5 F protein is clearly defined by IR dichroism (Fig. 2) , which showed an average helical tilt of 20°to 30°relative to the membrane normal, and also ruled out the possibility of significant amounts of β-structure. The situation is less clear for other FPs, which often are found to adopt more "oblique-oriented" or "tilted helical conformation" (76) , in which the helix is oriented at 30°to 70°relative to the bilayer normal, either spanning the bilayer or penetrating a single leaflet, depending on the length of the synthetic peptide investigated (12-14, 25, 32-34) . For example, the N-terminal peptide of gp41 has been reported to adopt a TM (15) , tilted (28) (29) (30) , and beta (19, (26) (27) (28) 31) conformation in various membrane mimetics. Synthetic versions of the FP from influenza virus HA2 span approximately half of the bilayer width, but as a bent helix (12) or helical hairpin (18) in micelles. However, the hydrophobic region of the FP in the intact virus spans residues up to Arg25, and NMR studies have been conducted with peptides spanning between 20 to 23 residues, with an artificial oligo-Lys tail added to enhance water solubility. The dynamics and conformational properties of the 20-versus 23-residue peptide differ significantly (18) , as expected for a finely tuned system with multiple low-lying energy wells that are progressively populated during fusion. These distinct structural states, and their sensitivity to small changes in sequence and environment, may be both functionally relevant and reflect the energetic fine-tuning of the landscape and the dynamic nature of fusion.
Within a family, the FPs of viral fusion proteins have highly conserved sequence motifs, such as heptad repeats of small residues, that are similar to those important for association of other oligomeric TM helical bundles (45, 47, 48) ( Table S1 ), suggesting that TM helix-helix association might be relevant to fusion. In this regard, it is interesting to compare the avidity of homo- and heterooligomer formation for the C-term-TM and FP of the PIV5 F protein. Isolated FPs homooligomerize strongly and specifically to a 6HB. The C-term-TM peptide also engages in helix-helix interactions, which have been experimentally demonstrated using disulfide crosslinking of the full-length protein (57) . However, the present study shows that the C-term-TM helix homooligomerizes more weakly than the FP in the absence of the trimeric ectodomain, but associates tightly with the FP (Fig. S3) . The hierarchy of association strengths mimics the assembly process of the ectodomains, in which the weakly associated parallel C-terminal coiled-coil trimer (contiguous with the C-term-TM helix) dissociates and zippers up along the N-terminal coiled coil (contiguous with the FP) to form the final antiparallel bundle (1-4) . The C-term-TM and FP may likewise zipper as an antiparallel bundle in forming the postfusion state.
A Provisional Model for Membrane Fusion by Class I Proteins: LipidCentric and Pinprick Mechanisms. In the absence of fusion proteins, the process of bilayer fusion is a physical process with multiple high-energy intermediates (77, 78) corresponding to: (i) diffusion of the membranes together, (ii) dehydration of the bilayers as the headgroups of opposing bilayers come into still closer proximity, (iii) formation of a lipidic stalk, (iv) hemifusion, (v) pore formation and expansion. Viral fusion proteins and SNARE proteins utilize essentially irreversible, energetically favorable conformational transitions to lower the activation energy for membrane fusion (50, 51, 77, 78). Thus, they are active participants that shape the energy landscape. There are multiple classes of fusogenic proteins, and there is significant variation in the number of fusion proteins per particle, suggesting additional biological requirements, presence of accessory proteins, or lipid compositions (2) . Here, we consider how the class I fusogenic proteins might orchestrate energetic landscape-shaping mechanisms. The present observations provide molecular detail to two limiting hypothetical models, representing extremes in a continuum of kinetic pathways that depend on the protein and experimental variables.
In a lipid-centric model of viral fusion, the proteins hold the bilayers in close proximity to promote the progression through lipidic intermediates of fusion (Fig. 4A) . The FP and C-term-TM domains are hypothesized to remain outside of the point of membrane apposition, which is instead made up exclusively of lipids. The ability of the FP to embed deeply into the membrane and engage in favorable C-term-TM to FP interactions provides a mechanism for forcing the two bilayers into close proximity within a very small area, as the coiled-coil domains of preassociated proteins zipper through the water-soluble regions and extend into the membrane. Favorable FP to C-term-TM interaction provides a continuously downhill process for the protein component, facilitating bilayer-bilayer apposition. Moreover, for systems in which many fusion proteins are required for fusion, the association of the FP in target membranes might bring sufficient fusion proteins near the protein-free zone.
A second model of fusion envisions that fusion proceeds via an initial contact between the TM domains in the two bilayers. The central point of protein contact can be thought of as a pinprick that expands into a fusion pore. This model is in contrast to those that propose a gap junction-like pore (23) as only the initial contact is mediated solely by protein domains. The 6HB is hypothesized to be at the center of the contact region between the two membranes. Subsequent pore formation involves the initial protein contact expanding with recruitment of additional lipids with their headgroups facing the growing fusion pore (note the incursion of phospholipids in Fig. 4B) .
To probe the hypothesized mechanism further, we built models of two bilayers in the process of fusion and asked how the previously defined structural intermediates of the water-soluble and membrane domains of the protein might map onto likely lipid intermediates, lowering the activation energy of the process. Fig. 4 (and Movie S1) shows how a hexamer of the PIV5 FPs Center) , and postfusion (Right). As the conformational change progresses, the TM bundles formed by the C-term-TM and FP helices first dock, then coalesce into heteromeric bundles. The initial zone of intermembrane contact involves favorable protein-protein interactions rather than energetically unfavorable dehydration of the bilayer headgroups, and the fusion of these two helical bundles provides a low-energy pathway to direct fusion of the bilayers, which remain associated with the TM bundles throughout the process.
The latter mechanism provides a rationale for the multiple conformational forms and strong intrafamily conservation in the FP sequences, which must associate with graded affinities in a homomeric as well as heteromeric fashion. It also explains how the addition of various shaped lipids can either promote or inhibit fusion. As the protein conformational change proceeds, the C-term-TM and FP become more tilted (relative to the normal of the initial bilayer). The driving force for tilting includes the zippering of the coiled coil and favorable heteromeric TM interactions. The recent structure by Rees and coworkers of the MscL MS channel (49) illustrates how mechanical forces from external domains and lipid-specific effects result in changes in helical tilt and channel radius. Changes in the membrane lateral surface pressure profile cause helices comprising the MscL channel to slide relative to each other, increasing their tilt and opening the channel like a diaphragm. In a similar manner, mechanical forces from conformational changes as well as lateral surface pressure effects associated with the lipid composition would couple to the energetics of protein-mediated bilayer fusion.
The highly conserved small glycine and alanine residues, which are found in both MS channels and class I viral FP ( Fig. 1 and Table S1 ), are ideally suited for helix sliding because they present relatively smooth interfaces (45, 46). The channel formed by MscL also expands with these conformational changes, both opening the channel and increasing the surface area available for protein-protein interaction. The hypothetical tilting of the FP and C-term-TM domains would increase the number of residues in contact with the hydrophobic region of the bilayer beyond the length of 20 residues typically seen for TM helices. This longer membrane-suitable region is observed for the PIV5 C-term-TM and contributes to fusion (57) . It is also observed in other viruses such as influenza (51) and HIV, where shortening the length of C-term-TM helices can halt the fusion process (79, 80) . Fig. 4A compares the lipid-only and pinprick mechanisms; in both cases, protein-protein interactions between membraneembedded helices bring the two bilayers into intimate contact. After the bilayers are brought close together, different proteins might take different pathways to achieve fusion. The zone of adhesion can widen to create a hemifusion intermediate, particularly for situations in which one of the two helices does not fully span the bilayer (Fig. 4A) . Alternatively, the protein might act as a pinprick to nucleate the fusion pore (Fig. 4B) . The requirements for tight and specific interactions between the membraneembedded helices will also vary depending on the specifics of the mechanism.
Overall, it seems likely that a continuum of mechanisms is needed, with protein-rich and lipid-rich patches in the fusion pore for many proteins. This in turn will allow for failures leading to lipid mixing-arrested hemifusion when the fusogenic peptides are mutated. The present work favors a protein-centric but not a protein-only fusion mechanism. The pinprick mechanism should face a less difficult pathway for interbilayer interaction to initiate the pore. In addition, it bridges SNARE-like and virus-like mechanisms while explaining why different angles of insertion have been observed for various FPs. Thus, this mechanism provides a general framework for understanding proteinmediated membrane fusion.
Methods
Wild-type and mutant PIV5 FPs and the C-term-TM were chemically synthesized. AUC experiments in DPC used D 2 O to match the density of the detergent. ATR-IR experiments used 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) lipids in a peptide to POPC ratio of 1∶20. Detailed experimental and computational methods are available in SI Text. The only glutamine, residue 120 (using the numbering of the fusion protein before cleavage), was mutated into alanine for the mutant Q120A. One tryptophan was added to the C-terminus of both the wild-type FP and the mutant Q120A using a flexible ðGlyÞ 3 linker in order to provide absorbance at 280 nm for concentration measurements. The sequence used for the C-terminal membrane segment transmembrane (C-term-TM) peptide is VLSIIAIALGSLGLILIILL-SVVVWK and contains a tryptophan for concentration measurements and a conservative Cys to Ala mutation at 492 to avoid nonbiological disulfide crosslinking. Peptide synthesis, cleavage, and purification were conducted as previously described (1). A 0.1 mmole scale synthesis was manually conducted on RINK amide resin (Novabiochem) by N-9-fluorenylmethyloxycaronyl (Fmoc) amino acids (using a fourfold molar excess) in a microwave synthesizer (CEM Discover). The peptide was cleaved using a trifluoroacetic acid (TFA):water:1,2-ethanedithiol ratio of 95∶2.5∶2.5. Peptide purification was run on a semi reverse phase HPLC (Vydac, C4 column, 250 mm × 10 mm i.d.) at 60°C in a gradient between solvent A (water with 0.1% TFA) and solvent B′ (isopropanol: acetonitrile:water in a ratio of 6∶3∶1 with 0.1% TFA). The identity and purity of the peptide were confirmed by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry (Voyager model DE RP; PerSeptive Biosystems) and analytical reverse phase HPLC (Vydac C4 column).
Sedimentation Equilibrium of Analytical Ultracentrifugation (AUC).
Sedimentation equilibrium experiments and data analysis were performed as described previously (1-3). Wild-type and mutant Q120A FPs was mixed with dodecylphosphocholine (DPC) in 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE). The cocktail was dried in a glass vial, lypholized overnight, and rehydrated with buffer in order to reach the DPC concentration of 8 mM. This pH 7.3 buffer contained 100 mM Hepes, 100 mM NaCl, and 37% D 2 O in order to match the density of the detergent.
Three groups of samples were prepared as peptide∶DPC molar ratios of 1∶50, 1∶100, and 1∶200. The experiments were conducted at 25°C using a Beckman XL-I analytical ultracentrifuge at 30, 35, 40, and 45 kRPM. In addition, some samples used additional experiments at 48 kRPM. Data obtained were globally fitted to a nonlinear least-squares curve by IGOR Pro (Wavemetrics) as previously described (4) .
Two AUC experiments were carried out to identify the interaction between the FP and the C-term-TM peptide. First, the C-term-TM peptide alone was prepared as a peptide∶DPC molar ratio of 1∶100. No significant curvature has been observed in AUC data despite running the sample at multiple speeds (30, 35, 40 , 45 and 50 kRPM). The C-Term-TM peptide and the FP were mixed in a 1∶1 molar ratio at a total peptide∶DPC molar ratio of 1∶50 (Fig. S3B, Left) and 1∶100 (Fig. S3B, Right) . The buffer conditions and AUC experimental protocol were the same for both the C-term-TM peptide alone and in combination with the FP. The FP used here was synthesized using the original sequence, without Trp labeled, thus the FP itself did not have absorbance at 280 nm. The significant curvature from the mixture suggests the strong interaction between C-term-TM peptide and FP. The concentration of the C-term-TM peptide was identified based on the absorbance at 280 nm. The concentration of the FP was identified using a micro-balance and dissolved in TFE. Thus the determined concentration for the FP here might have 5% error from absorbing water from atmosphere and presumably contributed the fitting error in the left side of the curves.
To estimate a lower limit of the strength of C-term-TM association with FP, the avidity of C-term-TM homooligomerization with and without FP were compared. For C-term-TM alone, the association is weak. Association becomes observable only in the range of 1∶3-1∶5 peptide∶detergent ratio. Association is similar when fit as a dimer, trimer, or hexamer. In the presence of FP, the midpoint of heteromeric association occurs at approximately 1∶100 peptide∶detergent. Because the heteromeric interaction appears to involve an equal number of FP and C-term-TM peptides, for this calculation the molecular weight, extinction coefficient, and partial specific volume values for the FP and C-term-TM were averaged and fit to a monomer-12mer equilibrium. The ratio of these self-association values provides a conservative estimate of C-term-TM association of at least 20 times stronger association in the presence of FP than in isolation.
Circular Dichroism (CD). CD spectra were collected with a Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter and a 0.1-cm quartz cell using a 1-nm step at 25°C. Peptide at 12.5 μM was incorporated into 2.5-mM detergent DPC using the method described above and rehydrated into aqueous buffer containing 10-mM disodium phosphate of pH 7.4. The CD spectrum of each peptide was obtained by subtracting the spectrum of DPC alone and averaging over three scans.
Attenuated Total Reflection IR Spectroscopy (ATR-IR). ATR-IR experiment and data analysis were conducted as previously described (5, 6) . 140 μL of 300-μM wild-type or Q120A mutant FP was mixed with 25.5 μL of 32.9-mM 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-snglycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC), in order to make a peptide: POPC ratio 1∶20. The cocktail was loaded on the surface of ATR Ge crystal evenly and dried by air. The film was rehydrated by D 2 O-saturated air overnight in closed environment of D 2 O bath. All infrared spectra were measured in a Nicolet Magna-IR 860 spectrometer using 1 cm −1 resolution. During data acquisition high-purity N 2 gas continuously purged the spectrometer, and D 2 O-hydrated high-purity N 2 gas was continuously purged upon the sample film to eliminate the spectral effects of water in air. The polarized mirror was adjusted to 0°and 90°in order to create incident light oriented parallel and perpendicular to the lipid normal, respectively. Each spectrum of a peptide was subtracted by the spectrum of the crystal alone at 0°and 90°, respectively. A total of 64 scans were averaged and Fourier transformed to both wild type and mutant. The dichroic ratio of 1656 cm −1 amide I bond absorption is computed for parallel (0°) versus perpendicular (90°) polarized incident light relative to the membrane normal. The dichroic ratio was then applied to equations in ref. 5 in order to calculate the peptide orientation relative to the membrane normal.
Sequence Conservation. Because buried positions are more conserved than solvent or lipid exposed positions, an α-helix will, in general, show a sinusoidal conservation pattern with approximately 3.6 residue periodicity (7) . If the helix is bent as part of a coiled coil, seven residues occur over every two turns of the helix, giving an average of 3.5 residue periodicity. A beta sheet, however, would be expected to show approximately two residues per period, as the residues alternate sides of the strand.
To determine the sequence conservation of the FP, sequences from the National Center for Biotechnology Information nonre-dundant database (February 9, 2009) were selected if the sequence matched the PIV5 FP sequence (FAGVVIGLAALGVATAAQV-TAAVAL) to an E-value of 1 or less (8) . The program Cd-hit (9) was used to remove sequences with higher than 90% sequence identity. The sequence entropy of each sequence position is calculated as: Entropy ¼ −Σ i¼1;20 ff i ln f i g, where f i is the fraction of residue i. The entropy, x, was fit to a sine wave according to the formula: y ¼ a Ã sin½2πðx þ bÞ∕c þ d, where the periodicity is found in variable c.
Creation of Coiled-Coil Models. All-atom protein backbones of the TM coiled-coil FP hexameric bundle (6HB) were created using the Crick parameterization (10) according to a previously published method (11) . Three parameters were allowed to vary: alpha helical phase (ϕ), pitch angle (α), and superhelical radius (R). The other coiled-coil parameters were held fixed. The ϕ was varied from 0°to 359°in 1°steps; α from 5°to 20°in 1°steps; and R from 9.0 to 11.0 Å in 0.1 Å steps. These ranges were chosen based on the values observed in other coiled coils (12) and such that no backbone clashes would occur in the complex.
For each backbone 6HB model, side chains were placed using the program scap (13) and hydrogens placed by reduce (14) . Each structure was subject to a constrained minimization in CHARMM22 (15) of 50 steps to decrease, but not remove, the penalty for a clash in a given structure and to not move significantly from the initial coiled-coil parameters. The energy of the structure was then calculated using CHARMM22 and IMM1 implicit solvation (16) . Periodic boundary conditions were applied. Eleven Na þ and 11 Cl − ions were distributed in the water region, corresponding to a salt concentration of about 150 mM. The six peptides and the ions were described by the CHARMM27 force field (17) , the water molecules by the TIP3P force field (18) , and the lipid molecules by the united-atom force field recently developed by Hénin et al., which provides nearly identical physicochemical properties to the CHARMM27 lipid (19) . The van der Waals interactions were truncated at 12 Å, and a grid resolution of 0.75 Å was used to treat the electrostatic interactions with the particle-mesh Ewald scheme (20) .
Each 6HB system was simulated by MD, using a time step of 2 fs. A Langevin thermostat (21) was applied to maintain a temperature at 310 K (∼37°C), and a Langevin-piston barostat (22) to keep a pressure of 1 bar along the bilayer normal. In the two directions parallel to the membrane, instead, a constant surface tension of 20 dyn∕cm 2 was enforced. The NAMD program (23) was used to perform all the MD calculations presented here.
Because the interactions between the peptides and the surrounding lipids are of major importance to this study, and due to the fact that the starting 6HB structures were modeled within an implicit membrane, a rather long equilibration phase was performed. For each starting structure, a restraint of 10 kcal · mol −1 · Å −1 was applied to the peptide heavy atoms for the first 2 ns and on the backbone heavy atoms only for the following 7 ns. The time evolution of the system was monitored during the following 50 ns of MD simulation without restraints.
The density of water oxygen atoms in Fig. S6 was computed by counting all atoms within a radius of 12 Å from the central axis of the bundle. We used this criterion to account for the wide aperture of certain 6HB models (ϕ ¼ 88°, 300°) and the oscillations of the bundle with respect to the membrane normal, while not including at the same time a detectable number of water molecules in the lipid interstitial regions: Water density profiles computed with different radii do not differ significantly between z ¼ −15 and 15 Å. The water density isosurface in Fig. S7 shows instead the distribution of all water molecules of the system in the HB (ϕ ¼ 40°) simulation.
FTIR Dichroism Calculations. Following the method of Arkin and coworkers (24), we calculated the expected dichroism ratio by summing the contributions of carbonyl groups to each polarization given the backbone dipoles vectors in the MD trajectory. For these calculations, 5% disorder was assumed. Because nonhelical termini and the first three helical residues are expected to exchange with D 2 O, only residues 108-126 were used for the calculation. Including the full FP gives very similar results.
Modeling the Fusion Process. To model the fusion process, both the PIV5 F protein and the membrane needed to be treated. A 200-Å by 200-Å POPC lipid bilayer was created using VMD (25) . For early stages of the fusion model, the bilayer was perturbed using a cosine function with increasing amplitude centered at the region that would become the point of membrane apposition. Later stages incorporated increasing fractions of the conformation of a catenoid that makes up the final, postfusion conformation of the model. The diameter of this pore is estimated to be 20 Å based on experimental results for influenza hemagglutinin (26, 27) . For the catenoid, the midpoint of the membrane followed the mathematical formula while lipids were rotated to be perpendicular to the surface. Lipid density was maintained between the initial flat membrane surface and the catenoid structure.
To model the F protein, first the available prefusion and postfusion crystal structures were combined to create a model of the prehairpin intermediate that bridges the viral and target cell membranes. Transmembrane domains were modeled either as coiled coils extended into the membrane or using the existing model of the prefusion TM (28) . Loops were modeled using loopy (29) , the side chains were repacked using Rosetta (30) , and the structure minimized using the CHARMM22 energy function (15) . The structure of the postfusion state comes from the closely related hPIV3; the sequence of PIV5 was threaded onto the structure using Rosetta and minimized using the CHARMM energy function.
For fusion intermediates, the membrane associated domains were first modeled. The hexameric model of the fusion protein was taken as the initial state for the prehairpin intermediate. The helices were then tilted in 10°increments and slowly moved outward from the center to mimic the conformational change proposed for the MscL channel (31) . In parallel, two TM domain trimers (28) were initially at a distance due to the conformation of the prehairpin intermediate, then brought close together and tilted relative to each other as may occur under the tension caused by zippering of the soluble coiled-coil domains.
The soluble portions of the F protein trimers were tilted to connect to the FPs at each step. Loops between the FP and heptad repeat A were connected using loopy (29) and Pymol sculpting. The conformation of the exterior coiled coil, heptad repeat B, was then modified to connect to the TM domain using an in-house loop modeling program and the BBQ backbone modeling program (32) . . Sedimentation equilibrium analysis of the wild-type (A) and mutant Q120A (B) FPs in DPC micelles. The absorbance was measured at 280 nm. The data was fitted as a monomer-hexamer equilibrium, resulting in a pK dissociation of 20.1 for the wild-type and a pK dissociation of 10.2 for the mutant Q120A. The Top of each panel shows the residuals of the fit. In this data analysis, the concentration of peptide is the mole ratio of peptide∕detergent and therefore is unitless. Fig. S3 . AUC of C-term-TM peptide alone (A) and C-term-TM peptide-FP mixture (B). No significant curvature has been observed in AUC data of TM peptide alone (A), suggesting that C-term-TM peptide does not self-associate under these conditions. Single species fitting for a 1∶1 mixture of C-term-TM peptide and FP (using the original sequence without a Trp label) suggests a strong interaction between these peptides. Fig. S4 . CD spectra of FP wild-type (A) and mutant Q120A (B). The spectra show that both wild-type and Q120A are predominantly α-helical at a peptide∶DPC ratio of 1∶200. (A-F) ; the deviations from the initial values of the pitch angle α and of the phase angle ϕ (Δα and Δϕ) are plotted in green and red, respectively; the deviation of the radius (Δr) is plotted in blue. Fig. S7 . Density of oxygen atoms from water molecules through the pore of the hexamer bundle. From Left to Right, data from the following models are plotted: ϕ ¼ 40°, 43°, 88°, 192°, 300°, and the antiparallel model. The density is expressed in number of atoms per angstrom and plotted as a red line along the horizontal axis. For comparison, the density profile from the ϕ ¼ 40°model is also shown as a dashed blue line in the other models (duplicated for the antiparallel model, which is symmetric with respect to the membrane plane). For those models featuring pore-lining Gln120 side chains, the region occupied by their nitrogen and oxygen atoms is highlighted in green.
